New FEPMIS

Property Breakdown

A Step by Step Guide For Use @
https://fam.nwcg.gov/fam-web/
What is a Property Breakdown? The best example of a breakdown is when you have a generator set on a trailer and you want to remove the generators from the trailer, giving each piece their own dollar value and their own identity (FSC and property number). Think of Breakdown as making multiple pieces of identifiable property from one original piece of identified property.

When should you use Property Breakdown? Ideally you should do the breakdown right after you do the receipt/identification, this will give the FS the opportunity to enter the information in PROP correctly.

Do NOT confuse Breakdown with Cannibalization. Cannibalizing a piece of property is when you are taking usable parts or components off of an un-serviceable identified Property item to extract the usable parts for use on another piece of identified FEPP property. The items you extract may or may not be identified Property and the identified Property item that you removed the usable parts from would become salvage. Cannibalization is requested in the Change of Status Module.

Do NOT confuse Breakdown with Modify. Modifying a piece of property is when you are taking a usable piece of property and removing parts or components from the serviceable identified Property item to convert the property item into a firefighting piece of equipment. The items you extract may or may not be identified Property and the identified Property item that you removed the usable parts from would be usable. Modify is requested in the Change of Status Module.
Breakdown is found in the “MODIFY” module.

If you search by Property# there is no need to use the other available options to narrow your search. If the property is physically in your Level but cannot be found in your designated Level in FEPMIS, use the Query Property menu to find the Item. This way you can view where the Property is located in FEPMIS and Notify the correct personnel to update the location for you if needed.
Select "Breakdown" to split the Property into more than one item.
“Enter the total number of items” you will have in the breakdown, remember to include the original item in the total Number of Items then select the “Breakdown Button”.

A quantity of 6 means you are adding 5 pieces to the original one item.
The original Item will be on the first line with the original attributes and cost. Select the first Item to be Identified and select “Identify”.

Note: The Submit Button will be greyed out until all Items have been Identified.

Notice the original cost.
Original acquisition Cost displayed here to prevent over pricing Identified items from the original.

FSC: 2590 - MISCELLANEOUS VEHICULAR COMPONENTS
FEPP Type: PROVIDE DESCRIPTION
FSC: 2590 - MISCELLANEOUS VEHICULAR COMPONENTS
FEPP Type: PROVIDE DESCRIPTION

A value must be selected.

DMIL: A- NON-MIL DEMILITARIZATION NOT REQUIRED
Quantity: 1
Unit Cost: 50.00
Inventory: Tracked

Once the attributes have been identified, check the tracked box if you wish to track the Item, leave blank if not. Select Back to start over.
Complete all attributes, assign location and Submit.

Select “Back, Menu options below or Tab above” to go back or start over.
Once the first Item has been Identified and Assigned it will appear in the queue and the “Identify” button will be grayed out. The cost to the original item has been reduced by the cost of the item that was identified as removed from the original. Continue Identifying the remaining four items. When all lines are completed, you will then be able to Submit the Breakdown for Approval.